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SEMICONTINUITY OF MULTIPLE INTEGRALS OF THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS IN PARAMETRIC FORM

BY
UBIRATAN D'AMBROSIO C 16 ).
In this paper, we study functionals of the type
T,F>=f F{x,T(x))dH /c (x),
where T is a A-dimensional rectifiable current in -R^, T(x) is aA-vector associated with r,JF is ^-dimensional HausdorfT measure in R 11 , F^Xo T) is a real valued continuous map in J?" x A.k (jR"), positively homogeneous in T and quasi convex in the following sense : if -Fo(T) =F{xo,T), the solution of the problem of minimum of <( T, Fo ^>, with given planar boundary C is the planar current 5' with ()S = C. It is then shown that relatively to convergence in Whitney's flat norm, < T, Fo > is a lower semicontinuous functional. Theorems of existence of minimum are then easily obtained.
Introduction.
Rectifiable currents were introduced in [3] , and subsequently applied to the calculus of variations and area theory. The theory of integral currents has been applied to the problem of Plateau, allowing for powerful existence and continuity theorems ( [3] , [5] ), and to the study of continuous maps of finite area from a compact A-manifold into n-space ( [4] ). In this paper, we study general variational problems formulated in terms of rectifiable currents, specifically the problem of minimum of multiple integrals in parametric form. By considering integrands which are quasi-convex in the sense first introduced by C. B. MORREY, Jr. ( [7] ), we are able to give a very general semicontinuity theorem when convergence of the rectifiable currents is understood with respect to a norm similar to the one introduced by H. WHITNEY in [8] for polyhedral chains and there called flat norm. This norm was recently used by W. H. FLEMING as the basis of his theory of flat chains over a finite coefficient group ( [6] ).
The proof of the semi-continuity theorem proceeds by classical arguments, in a way similar to the procedure in [9] , § 5, and then existence theorems follow immediately from well known results in the theory of integral currents ( [3] ).
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Preliminaries.
We will recall briefly some definitions and results from [3] , and establish terminology and notations.
E^ ( •" /' -V oo •"
A ^-dimensional current T in R' 1 is termed rectifiable if for every s > o there exists an integral Lipschitzian chain Q of J?^ such that M (T-Q) < c.
With each T we can associate the non-negative measure |T|[ on Borel sets defined by the formula
where TnA stands, in general, for T /\ %^, %./ being the characteristic function of A. The operation T /\ %^ is defined in the following way. By usual methods, the current T has a unique extension, which we will also denote by T, to the class of all A-forms whose coefficients are bounded Baire functions, and such that a given sequence of forms co;, with equally bounded coefficients in spt T, if there is a form co such that lim Wi== co, We will put
T(x)=l(x)^(\\T\\,R\x)
and consider functionals of the form
< T, F > = f p{x, ~f(x)) dH k (x)
spt T where the admissible integrands are maps We will say that F is quasi-convex if, putting
Fo(T)=F(^,T)
for each Xo, the solution of the problem of minimizing < T, Fo > with a given planar boundary C is the planar current S with ()S == C. We will consider for a A-dimensional current T the following norm :
W(T)==mi{M(U)+M(V):T=U+()V, U^E^R-), V^E^R-)}
and we will say that the sequence (Tz) of A-dimensional currents converges in Whitney's sense to the ^-dimensional current T if Then, by this remark and by the hypothesis of quasiconvexity for the admissible integrands, we can find, for a given 3 > o, a r, such that in fact y/(:To, r) is, as a (A: +i ^dimensional current in -R 71 , the zero, current and p,.V,(x^ r) == o and since () and p commute, the above relation holds. Since Tr^o) is the tangent hyperplane to T at re,,, there exists a r^ such that Hence, we can find a r,,, depending on £ and a:o, such that whenever r ^ fo, and for sufficiently large indices i, we have, in view of (2) and (3), the following estimate
THEOREM. -If (T,) is a sequence of k-dimensional rectifiable currents of R^-conuerging in
(x,, r) = T r\ S(x^ r).
Consider now currents U,-e E/, (R
Now, in view of the convergence of (T;) to T in Whitney's sense, T-T==Ui+()Vi, with UieE^R^, y,e£^i(^) and M([/0-^o, M (Vi)-^o. Hence, we can add to Ti(Xo, r) a A-dimensional current of small mass, such that the resulting current will have boundary OE(x,, r).
But then, considering the problem of minimizing <( T(Xo, r), Fo )> with planar boundary ()E(xo, r), the hypothesis of quasi-convexity yields Then, using (i) we obtain the estimate and since M is semicontinuous with respect to convergence in Whitney's sense, we can, passing to another subsequence which again we will not distinguish in notation, estimate the first term in the right hand side by|a(;c)/<
